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Generalized Circulation of the Gulf of Maine
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Generalizations

1) Tidal exchange is the dominant source of water movement

2) Transport is mainly to the southwest, but limited northeasterly 
transport is possible

3) Most particles that exit bays leave the eastern Maine system

4) Connectivity among bays is highest within three clusters

5) Particles from sites with 2-dimensional flow tend to have greater 
retention and higher connectivity than sites in the open part of a 
bay

6) Early summer reversal of net flow in the Grand Manan Channel 
interacts with latitudinal spawning gradients to isolate much of 
eastern Maine from Canadian larval supplies
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Mussel bed locations

Connectivity Among Bays Occurs in Clusters
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Challenges and Opportunities

1) Currently know little about inter-annual variability: how much 
changes from year to year?

- But the hard work on the model is already completed
- Need output from a larger scale model (NECOFS)

2) Need better understanding of mechanism behind seasonal 
flow reversal in the Grand Manan channel and implications for 
connectivity

- Probable driver (St. Johns River) outside of our model 
domain

- But captured in NECOFS

3) For species with strongly swimming and behaviorally complex 
larvae (e.g., fish, crustaceans), how does behavior interact with 
coastal circulation to determine transport patterns?


